How to create a Vortex for clearing energy in your house or space.
To begin, fortify your field with your own personal container of light or the 12 D Shield.
Open a sacred session of intention in your heart.
"I command this space as my own and to be a sanctuary for the service of Divine right
order. I command this space to be in service to Source of ALL and that only that which
vibrates in the highest vibrations of love and in service to light source be in this space. "
(Designate a space for a Shadowy Elements Vortex to clear debris)
"I call upon my higher self to create a doorway/vortex (i.e. in the corner of my room ) to
be used by all Shadowy Elements.
"I have 100% desire that all shadowy elements within myself, within others around me
and within all plants, all animals, crystals, all other beings, all places and spaces, time
space continuums, alternate realities and parallels around me clear and transition
through this doorway/vortex exclusively."
"I thank all Shadowy Elements for using this doorway/vortex exclusively."

*At this point you can do the salt burning clearing as well.

"I command now to close all portals, all negative energy, all psychic debris, all spell,
curses or superimpositions. I am anchoring the highest vibrations of God Source Light
into this space, all that does not choose the light is hereby cleared permanently and
irreversibly. You have no right to this space. You are hereby commanded to return to
where you came from, or you have the right to be assisted back to your souls light, you
have the right to choose, but you have no right to this space. I ask for the highest
vibrations of Source light to purify and clear this space now. Thank you and so it is."

Keep intending to close all spaces. The burning salt is like an eraser that is clearing your
entire space.
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